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Memo: 
 
 

 
 
 
 

30 years of MEDEL - Alert Day for Justice 
  

D I G N I T Y,  S O L I D A R I T Y,   J U S T I C E  
  
 
 

_____+_____ 
 
 

Assembleia MEDEL 
 
 

 
Objecto: 

§ Celebração dos 30 anos da MEDEL. 
§ Relatórios Nacionais. 
§ Assembleia da MEDEL. 

 
 

Data: 23 de Maio de 2015 
 

Horário: 09:00 às 20:00 horas. 

 
Local: 

 
Atenas 

 
 

Acolhimento: Auditório do Museu da Acrópole - Atenas 
 

− Dragana Boljevic - Secretary general of MEDEL. 
− Filipe Marques (ASJP) - Member of the Bureau. 

 

 
Plano de trabalhos da celebração dos 

30 anos da MEDEL. 
 

9.00                Opening – Georges Stavrpoulos, Dragana Boljević 
9.30                Video on MEDEL 
10.00              Key-note speeches on the history of MEDEL who/how many of them   
11.30              Pause 
12.00              Future of MEDEL - António Cluny, 
13.30              National reports  on judiciary – moderator Simone Gaboriau 
14.00              Conclusions - Alert day Declaration – Gualtiero Michelini 

 
Para saber mais: 

 

§ Declaração Solidariedade, Dignidade, Justiça - No 30º aniversário da 
MEDEL – Magistrats Européens pour la Démocratie et les Liberté Consultar 
aqui e aqui. 

§ Sobre a situação na Turquia: aqui e aqui. 
§ Preparação de uma auditoria sobre a imigração na Europa: aqui. 
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Relato conciso do encontro: 
 

1. A celebração dos 30 anos da MEDEL, coincidindo com o dia do assassinato do Juiz Giovanni 
Falconi (Palermo, em 1992) decorreu no auditório do Museu da Acrópole, em Atenas. 

 

2. O programa das celebrações encontra-se disponibilizado no quadro supra. 

3. O representante do SMMP enviou ao secretariado da Medel um “Report on the situation of 
justice in Portugal” que se junta como anexo 1 

4. As intervenções iniciais da celebração dos 30 anos da Medel foram protagonizadas por 
individualidades políticas e judiciárias Gregas que se referiram predominantemente à crise 
europeia e às forças centrifugas ao Estado social de direito, ao significado actual da democracia, 
das liberdades e da solidariedade na tradição cultural e política da Europa, fazendo-se a ponte 
para a imparcialidade e para a independência dos magistrados como direito próprio e como 
garantia de acesso igual à justiça, com apoio na ideia de que os magistrados devem proteger os 
que não têm poder. 

5. Foi exibido um Vídeo que uniu passado e presente da MEDEL, com testemunhos de antigos e 
actuais presidentes. O vídeo, intitulado “Les forces imaginantes du droit” pode ser visto aqui. 

6. Seguiram-se as intervenções de anteriores presidentes da Medel, designadamente a comunicação 
de António Cluny sobre o futuro da Medel e o seu papel na afirmação da independência do 
judiciário na Europa, que foi gentilmente cedido pelo autor é reproduzido neste memo como 
anexo 2.  

7. Houve ainda lugar à intervenção de responsáveis para a área da justiça da UE, onde se fez 
referência ao “EU Justice Scoreboard”, cujo site pode ser consultado aqui. 
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8. Foram seguidamente apresentados os relatórios nacionais sobre o estado da justiça, nos quais se 
deu gradativa nota das dificuldades por que passa o judiciário na Europa, designadamente as 
limitações subtis da independência pela restrição de meios ou pela diminuição da sua qualidade 
(incluindo-se aí a legislação) ou, mais grave ainda, por via da ingerência do poder executivo no 
poder judicial. A intervenção mais impressiva foi protagonizada pelo colega Turco que está 
traduzido no anexo 3 a este memo. O mesmo tom e preocupação foram depois protagonizados 
pelo colega Polaco, que relatou um estado de efectivo combate ao judiciário, que vai impondo 
condições de submissão dos juízes ao executivo, que se assume contra a independência, que não 
ouve nem fala com os magistrados e que vai instalando formas de controlo do funcionamento da 
justiça. Os colegas Romenos descreveram situações em que são os próprios serviços secretos a 
interferir no judiciário a pretexto de investigarem a corrupção na justiça. 

9. Na Assembleia, que decorreu durante a tarde do dia 23 de Maio, debateram-se estratégias de 
reacção aos casos mais preocupantes de agressão à independência do judiciário como acima se 
descreveu, com declarações do colega grego (que se referiu à constrangedora situação 
económica por que passa o seu país) e do colega Turco, entre outros, ou à corrosão dos direitos 
humanos, como foi representado pela colega francesa (que leu uma declaração a propósito da 
imigração na Europa e se referiu aos planos de intervenção cívica em relação ao que se está a 
passar no mediterrâneo e que poderá levar a Medel a ponderar o apoio formal à iniciativa). 

10. A próxima reunião decorrerá previsivelmente em Novembro, na Moldávia, em Chișinău. 
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SMMP	  – 	  PT 	  

Short report regarding the Portuguese judiciary: 

 

 

 

1. Our focus will be mainly in the recent judiciary reform that took place in Portugal. 
a. In very brief terms, we can point out that the main issue regarding the state of play in 

Portuguese judiciary is the judicial organization reform (the judicial map reform as we 
refer to it) that entered in to force in last September. 

b. That same reform reduced the judicial country, as a sort of speech, in twenty tree (23) 
main judicial counties. 

c. Vis-à-vis that reform we can split the same reality in two perspectives: 
i. One perspective is related to the legislative reform that aimed to enforce the 

specialization of the judiciary and that enhanced a new form of management 
introducing new organs in each of those 23 judicial county´s, composed of one 
judge, who presides the organ, a senior Public Prosecutor and a judicial 
administrator. Other innovations – whit the main concern of putting the 
judiciary in “friendly relationship” with the economy – are the introduction of 
strategic objectives and procedural objectives assigned between government 
and the high counsels of the judiciary (CSM and CSMP). 

ii. Considering the public prosecution perspective, the legislative reform seemed 
to “forgot” some of the Portuguese public prosecution (PPS) service 
idiosyncrasy, neglecting not only the nature of the PPS as magistracy that has 
an initiative status and not a merely representative role, but also that the public 
prosecution departments related to criminal prosecution needed to be 
considered autonomously in the reform statute and needed to have a special 
treatment regarding human resources and salary thoughtfulness in line with  
that specialized capability of the Portuguese public prosecution service. 

iii. Along with that misplaced consideration of the PPS, the legislative reform was 
incomplete till recent days, because the legal statutes of both magistracies 
(Judges and Public Prosecution Service) were not reviewed and currently 
adapted with the same judiciary reform. We will resume that issue later on. 

iv. However - in a second perspective - the main problems regarding this judiciary 
reform are related with the practical implementation of it. 

1.  The most relevant and acknowledged problems are related with the 
adjustment of the judiciary real estate to the judiciary reform, which 
needed to be adapted to specialization and needed the concentration 
of physical structures to become more efficient. Some of the works 
regarding the structure adjustment are still happening, nine months 
after the entering in to force of the reform. Some of our colleagues are 
working in “transportation boxes” in circumstances that are 
disrespectful of the dignity of a court. 

2. Besides that, the number of public prosecutors is extremely 
insufficient to reply to every competences and task that are assigned 
to Portuguese public prosecution service. And the problem is as clear 
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and increasingly evident as we relate it with the specialization needs 
brought by the new judicial reform. The public budgetary crisis that 
affects most of our countries, Portugal included, is often used to deny 
the allocation of new and required resources to face the new 
challenges of the reform. Placing the needed number of public 
prosecutors and the needed number of officials maybe we could work 
out the impossible binomial brought by this reform that can be named 
“more efficiency with less or none costs” which is the new economic 
command towards the on-going judicial reforms in many other 
countries. 

d. We, in the SMMP, are speaking loud and clear in every political or public forums to 
show that there is a need of at least 100 new public prosecutors to face the basics of the 
new judicial reform and to back up in minimum standards the competences that are 
conferred to Portuguese PPS. In the same regard, the need of judicial officers is set 
around 1.000.  

e. The perspective of putting in to place a new course of public prosecutors at the school 
for judges and PP is very feeble or even faraway because of the same economic and 
budgetary restraint logic. 

f. Meanwhile we are witnessing an unreserved and total faith by the same political and 
economic actors that refuse to support public justice towards the privatization-drift of 
the judiciary with the new and admiral world of the ADR (Alternative Dispute 
Resolution) in almost every field of the law. For that the same actors have a very 
opening mind and prodigal approach. 

2. The other main concern of the new board of the SMMP recently elected (in the last 21 of March) 
is as well the legislative process related to the statute of the Public Prosecution Service, whish is 
in a final stage of the government draft resolution. We don’t know yet the exact details of the 
governmental final version, but besides the natural concerns about the remuneration status of the 
magistracy (both judges and public prosecutors), we are expecting relevant changes related to 
the career of public prosecutors will be managed in the light of the model of “plane career” and 
in other important issues, such as the financial autonomy of the PPS. 

3. The SMMP board is also pursuing to uphold in the public sphere and political agenda an earlier 
project launched by the former board of the SMMP, concerning the organic integration of the 
Polícia Judiciária (the principal Portuguese criminal investigation police) in the public 
prosecution service structure. Recently we had the opportunity to discuss that proposal in the 
Portuguese parliament before the constitutional affairs commission. 

 

 

______``´´______ 
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Intervenção de António Cluny: 
 
 
 

Dear Friends 
 
Surely, it is not by chance, that we meet here, today, in Athens. 
 Athens is the homeland of democracy. 
In fact, there is no better place to state the reverence for the will of the people and the respect for the 
laws democratically approved by the parliaments. 
Thus, to MEDEL - an association of judges and prosecutors committed to the defense of Democracy and 
freedoms - it is an honor and a real pleasure to celebrate its thirtieth anniversary here, in Athens, today. 
I  
If I had to single out one particular characteristic of MEDEL, I would say that, for the last 30 years, we 
have always had the ability to anticipate the doctrinal tendencies about the evolution of the judiciary as a 
real and relevant power of the State. 
When MEDEL was founded (85), Europe was divided in two political fields and in the South – part of the 
so-called Western World - some of its countries had only recently adopted Democracy as a political 
system. 
At that time, inspired by the French and Italian experiences with their High Judicial Councils, MEDEL 
aimed at introducing and improving a system where the Judiciary was governed by an autonomous and 
democratic body.  
The new Southern democracies (74/75) briefly adopted the most progressive models of the judiciary 
government existing in Europe.  
Those - at that time - recent changes had given MEDEL the opportunity to plea for the necessity of more 
essential reforms in the European judiciary systems.  
II 
Meanwhile, Europe saw the fall of the Berlin wall and the political context of the Continent – and of the 
whole World – turned upside down. 
That historical event and its striking consequences also changed the way the judiciary was seen as a part 
of the democratic systems. 
Consequently, a new opportunity arose for MEDEL. 
The approval of MEDEL’s declarations of Palermo (93) and Naples (96) regarding the independence of 
Judges and Prosecutors were unique moments that echoed on their own for years, until the very recent 
approval of similar revolutionary principles.  
 Those documents were, for many years, the only important texts endorsed by a judicial organization 
which expressed coherently the importance of the independence of the judiciary to increase an effective, 
modern and democratic government: a Democracy founded on the universal suffrage and, at the same 
time, on the universal respect for the rule of law. 
Those changes were, just in time, seized by MEDEL and its intrepid presidency - at that time coordinated 
by Heinz Stötzel - to increase the democratic reforms of the judiciary in Central and Eastern European 
countries.  
Working together with the experts of the Council of Europe, MEDEL sent their representatives to discuss 
the democratic reform of the judicial system with judges and prosecutors of those countries and we may 
say that, indeed, they had a relevant influence on the final outcome of the reforms.   
The political principles regarding the independence of judges and prosecutors - by then, we might say, 
sustained, by MEDEL alone - came to be adopted by several national and international partners. 
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Based on such principles, those countries made important democratic reforms, establishing autonomous 
bodies - the High judicial Councils - to govern the courts and the professional careers of judges and 
prosecutors. 
 
III  
Meanwhile some European institutions - for instance, the Council of Europe – started to discuss the 
further development and to draw inferences from same principles adopted by MEDEL about the 
independence of the judiciary. 
The statements and opinions of the Council of Europe, even if non-binding, made up, nevertheless, a 
significant basis to the future reforms of the judiciary all over Europe.   
In this same period, we could find, however, a very curious and contradictory political development 
regarding the independence of the judiciary in Europe. 
On the one hand, the Council of Europe and the European Union were sustaining those principles as 
important tools to allow the Eastern Countries to have an earlier integration in the European democratic 
system. 
While, on the other hand, several of the so called old democracies were keeping the old methods. Even 
worse: the European Union was turning a blind eye to the incorporation of essential principles regarding 
the independence of the judiciary when establishing the new European judicial institutions.  
The result of that ambiguous policy is obvious: today, we can notice a backward movement at the level of 
the independence of the judiciary in several European countries and in some neighbouring countries, 
which were, not long ago, trying to approach the European models of independence of the judiciary.    
Even before the recent and distressing events in Hungary, the EU continued to pursue a kind of 
“blindness” concerning the problems of the independence of the judiciary. 
However, those events rang some bells within the EU Commission.  
 
IV 
 Yes; it was possible to hear almost two years ago, during a set of conferences promoted by the EU 
Commission, «Les Assises de la Justice», a lot of good speeches about the necessity of an independent 
judiciary to improve democracy and to enhance the fight against the increasing phenomenon of 
corruption. 
We could also read, more recently, a very interesting EU document - THE 2015 EU JUSTICE 
SCOREBOARD -, which tried to give us a rating about the independence of the judicial systems in 
Europe. 
It is a very significant document and it means that, maybe for the first time, the EU seriously decided to 
take that subject into account.  
But, I am afraid that those documents - despite their real importance – might not have any practical 
consequences on the reform of the recent regulations of the European judicial institutions. 
The recent facts are quite obvious. 
The latest projects for Eurojust’s and the EPPO’s regulations show clearly that, for the moment, the 
independence of the judiciary and its corps is not a priority for the progress of the European judicial 
institutions. 
Otherwise, the independence of the judicial institutions would be adopted as a condition sine qua non for 
international judicial cooperation. 
Nevertheless, if those regulations could at least refer the independence of the judiciary as a benchmark in 
the field of judicial cooperation, then, the independence of the judiciary in the European Union might 
become a truly political issue and all attacks against this principle at a national level could be defeated 
on grounds of a much clearer legal basis.  
  
V  
Yes, I do remember that I was invited to speak about the future of MEDEL and not specifically about its 
past. 
But, my dear friends, we cannot prepare for the future without remembering and understanding the past. 
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Therefore, I need to explore our recent initiatives a little bit more. 
Actually, during the last decade, MEDEL started a new methodology aimed at promoting a better 
comprehension of the real meaning of the changes of the judicial systems and its effective results. 
Focussed directly on the judges’ and prosecutors’ opinion, MEDEL sent several questionnaires and 
organized a few audit missions to better understand what the level of independence was in fact in the 
different judicial systems. 
The results of the audits we did gave us a clear overview about the reality of several judicial systems. 
It was the reason why MEDEL decided to have a better understanding of the opinion that judges and 
prosecutors have about their own systems and judicial bodies of governance.  
Recently, an important questionnaire was sent to all associations belonging to MEDEL and to some 
others which, without belonging to MEDEL, cooperate usually with it.   
  VI  
Unfortunately, the replies to our recent questionnaire about the actual functioning of the High Judicial 
Councils came as a complete surprise to us all and justify some concerns about several situations in 
different countries: many of those organs are not working democratically, transparently or impartially. 
There are complaints about a lack of objectivity and lawfulness in the decisions taken by some HJCs.   
Many of the experiences we analysed helped us to understand how essential it is to have a clear definition 
of the competences of such organs and how crucial it is to improve their working methodology and their 
rules of procedure. 
Thus, we must continue to concur to the democratization of the government of the judicial institutions 
and, at the same time, to fight against the dangers of their internal corporatism and bad practices that 
can destroy the correct sense and the accurate purpose of the autonomous government of the judiciary.  
The “raison d’être”, the role of the HJC is not to substitute an autocracy and an external political 
influence by internal interest groups or by any kind of oligarchical government of the judiciary: it is 
exclusively to guarantee that transparency and the rule of law will be not only respected, but the 
fundamental pillars of the management of courts and of the judges’ and prosecutors’ careers, to avoid 
any kind of undue influence on the judicial work.  
MEDEL has always been - and should be in the future - a pioneer in the defence of these principles. 
 
VII 
However, nowadays, it is almost impossible to remain at a national level when we have to discuss the 
problems of the judiciary. 
Particularly, because in Europe and especially within the European Union, judicial institutions work as 
an international network; it is impossible to think about them in a comprehensive way when taking into 
consideration the national point of view alone. 
We all have learned, since the Serbian experience, that we can only solve the most of the national judicial 
problems regarding the independence of the judiciary if we simultaneously deal with the European and 
International institutions. 
Let me return, consequently, to the first matter I’ve analysed: the strategy to ensure a true independence 
of the judiciary at a European level. 
Looking back, we must be aware of the need to improve our working methods and, more than this, of the 
necessity to find a more efficient strategy. 
We can only exert some influence on the documents about the European judicial system by improving our 
intervention at the European Institutions.  
To accomplish that goal, MEDEL should create regular working groups to study and follow up the most 
important European projects in this area. By doing so, MEDEL can have a voice in the setting up of 
common standards that shall act as a frame of reference of any independent and effective judicial system. 
However, MEDEL doesn’t need to change its philosophy and principles to intervene at a European 
Institutional level: to the contrary, MEDEL should do it, even if it means using different ways and 
methods.  
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Usually, the statements, the opinions and the regulations approved by the European Institutions are 
discussed at an internal and confidential level and even when the discussions are public, the concerning 
approach is always reduced to a technocratic vision of the problems. 
In Europe, Justice and its problems are depreciated in comparison with the internal security policies. 
In fact, the discussion of judicial problems within the European Institutions is usually linked with security 
issues and only by exception it takes the floor on its own - as an autonomous matter - before the members 
of the European Council, the Commission or the European Parliament.  
Nowadays, it is crystal clear and everybody can understand it quite well. 
But, if we turn a blind eye to the judicial dimension of the security problems, if we are not able to enforce 
the democratic principles of the rule of law, we risk to become victims of ourselves and to lose the battle 
against the new threats we are facing.  
At a European institutional level, the Council of Europe continues displaying a more interesting 
approach to the specific problems of Justice: but is not enough. 
MEDEL’s task should be, thus, to open the discussions, to develop a political approach based on the 
European principles on the «rule of law» and the human rights and to underline the essence of a specific 
judicial view about all the documents concerning judicial matters. 
However, its presence shall be different: the perspective of MEDEL might be critical, based in real facts 
(not in governmental opinions) and shall be targeted at the community of jurists and to the citizens.  
Justice cannot be seen as a matter that only experts can understand and that only they are interested in. 
Justice today is, more than ever, on top of democratic life: therefore, its essential problems – its 
independence and effectiveness - cannot be depreciated or kept away from the public discussion. 
In 2004, the UN Secretary General expressed the opinion of UN about the rule of law. He defined it as: 
«a principle of governance in which all persons, institutions and entities, public and private, including 
State itself, are accountable to laws that are publicly promulgated, equally enforced and independently 
adjudicated, and which are consistent with international human rights norms and standards. It requires, 
as well, measures to ensure adherence to the principles of supremacy of law, equality before the law, 
accountability to the law, fairness in the application of the law, separation of powers, participation in the 
decision-making, legal certainty, avoidance of arbitrariness and procedural and legal transparency». 
Here you have the most comprehensive definition of the «rule of law». 
This perfect definition combines democracy with supremacy of law and affirms clearly the essential 
principles, which permit its social authority: among those principles, this definition underlines the 
independence of the judicial system and the necessity of the public participation in law decision-making. 
As James Golston - a former attorney at the ICC - recently wrote in one very interesting essay «The 
pursuit of a rule of law grounded in the reality of everyday problems, animated by universal aspirations 
yet capable of curbing the exercise of the arbitrary power by the highest officials, and must take place at 
many levels. From a police stop to a courthouse hearing, from town halls to Un headquarters, from Side 
Bouzid to the streets of New York, the rule of law is present - as it is and as it could be.» 
In fact, it is no longer possible to reflect on the «rule of law» without within an independent judiciary 
system. 
This is true when we are discussing, for instance, the European Agenda on Security, the European 
judicial cooperation or the EPPO and EUROJUST statutes. 
This is also true when - at a national level - we need to analyse the judges and prosecutor’s statutes and 
when we try to reform them. 
How can we talk about mutual trust and mutual recognition of the non-national judicial decisions, if 
those sentences are adopted by a judicial authority which, in fact, is not independent? 
Where then is the exigency about the respect for the rule of law?   
MEDEL needs, therefore, to prepare and to work attentively on the European reforms and try to bring 
them to a public discussion. 
There, in the European Institutions, can the motor stay for all the necessary judicial reforms or, to the 
contrary, their brake. 
That’s why, in my opinion, the best strategy for MEDEL - its priority – is to develop a successfully 
influence which is able to concretize a real independent Justice at an international our national level.   
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Dear friends: 
Yes, we can; we can and we need to do that. 
Democracy and the rule of law deserve all our efforts.  
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JUDICIAL CRISIS OF TURKEY DEEPENS 
 JUDGES WERE ARRESTED BECAUSE OF THEIR JUDGEMENTS  WHICH ARE NOT 

APPLIED 
   

 Situation in Turkish judiciary is getting worst with every passing day. On 30 April two judge were 
arrested by  a High Criminal Court because of release orders that they issued for police officers who had been 
arrested couple of months ago  despite the fact that judges and prosecutors can only be tried by the Supreme 
Court of Appeals. Police officers had investigated government corruption one and a half years ago and put 
behind bars due to these cases. Despite the fact that this release orders can be criticized,   in modern Turkish 
State history -including coup eras- this is the first time judges are arrested because of their judgement and for 
professional judicial activity. Additionally release orders  were not applied by relevant prosecutors which is a 
crime. President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, by using his huge influence over High Judicial Council and the 
members that he appointed to this post, dictates Judicial Council's every move and Judicial Council and judiciary 
became his tool to silence every kind of opposition including judges and prosecutors. It is obvious from the 
President's public speeches that arrest orders are politically motivated.  
 Due to the fact that "arrest", as a measure, must be exceptional for any prosecution or trial, this move is 
understood by our colleagues as the new tool that will be used by government to intimidate, scare and deter 
judges and prosecutors when they work on critical cases.  
 Previously judges and prosecutors were intimidated by measures such as removal, relocation, demotion or 
disciplinary actions. Now we are afraid that detention and arrest will be used in the following days against  
judges or prosecutors who disturb the President Erdoğan. No one knows who will be his next target. 
 The decision to arrest Judges based on a decision they made as part of their job is clearly contradicts the 
Judges and Prosecutors Law, the Constitution, the European Court of Human Rights. Judges cannot be arrested 
even if they have made an incorrect decision which can be taken to higher courts for annulment. 
 The judges are  accused of being members of the same terrorist organization that police officers are 
implicated. With this logic, if a judge orders their release, he will also be accused of being a member of the same 
terrorist organization. 
 It is safe to assume from this case that newly created “Penal Magistracy of Peace” and “Specially 
Authorized High Criminal Courts for Crimes Against Constitutional Order” are pursuing political agenda, they 
are pro-arrest and prone to become government tool to silence dissidents,  
 YARSAV publicly demanded that the conditions to be created in which judges can be justly tried and pre-
trial detention and arrest must not be used as a punishment tool for government. It must be used as an exceptional 
measure. We decleared that we will never obey to any kind of oppression and intimidation.  
 Respectfully submitted to your attention. 
Murat Arslan  
Turkish Association of The Union of Judges and Prosecutors 
 

DETAILS OF THE SITUATION 
 

HOW WE CAME TO THIS POINT 
 
Main problem of Turkey is the fact that executive and legislative power has been accumulated in the hands of 
Recep Tayyip Erdoğan (President) Wielding unchecked and unbalanced legislative and executive power, he has 
became more authoritarian and he has created “one-man rule” in Turkey through repressive laws enacted while 
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he was prime minister and by still continuing to act like a prime minister. All state bodies and supervisory 
institutions rendered unfunctional. 
Breaking point was the graft probes that rocked incumbent party to its core. RTE has embarked on a full fledged 
war against all opponents including judiciary and other state institutions after major corruption investigations 
erupted on 17thdecember 2013. Then Prime Minister now President realized that due to gravity of the corruption 
allegations and its scope, judiciary must not function properly.  
Since the graft probe became public, more than 40,000 police officers, bureaucrats and judiciary members have 
been removed from duties without reasonable ground. RTE is using the 'parallel state' term like a magic stick to 
label and smear anyone who does not share and approve his acts and manipulations. A parliamentary group 
proposal made by opposition parties to investigate claims of the existence of a so-called “parallel structure” was 
rejected by the same government. 
In a year and a half after corruption investigations revelaed,  incumbent party reshaped the wholl judiciary and 
justice system according to its desires so as to prevent the investigations from deepening or the launch of 
additional, similar probes.  
Presently corruption investigations are droped, prosecutors who dealt wiht these investigations are referred to 
newly elected High Judicial Council of Judges and Prosecutors (HCJP) to be barred from profession and at the 
same time they put on trial for investigating corruption facing jail sentences for years.  
Turkey has become an authoritarian regime where the people have no role other than praising the ruling party 
after casting their votes. The government is using the rhetoric of majoritarianism to justify undermining other 
essential forms of democratic accountability like free press, rule of law.  Key aspects of non-electoral 
accountability has lost its meaning. New system which can be described as elected authoritarianism or 
majoritarian and hegemonic, undermines social peace 
 
WHO CONTROLS THE JUDICIARY 
Last October High Council of Judges and Prosecutors membership election was held and government backed list 
won 15 seats total out of 22 thus govenment in direct control of it. Government now uses HCJP to steer any case 
towards desired direction by, for example re-assigning local judges and prosecutors to other locations so as to 
change the outcome of an important case. 
After HCJP members selected,  government made a new legislation and added eight new chambers to the 
Supreme Court of Appeals and two new chambers to the Council of State. 
Newly designed High Judicial Council assigned 144 new members to the Supreme Court of Appeals and 39 
members to the Council of State.  Now both the local courts and the higher judiciary are being subordinated to 
the government. The government established tutelage over the judiciary by assigning many pro-government 
jurists to newly created chambers in top judicial bodies. 
As an example, a prosecutor who did not order the arrest of a high school student on charges of insulting 
President Erdoğan was removed from his post and reassigned to a different position in Zonguldak province. 
 
 
HOW JUDGES ARRESTED 
After corruption investigaiton is revealed government resuffled thousands of police officers, then when necessary 
judicial system is created dozens of them put behind bars waiting for their trials. 
The İstanbul 32nd Court of First Instance ruled on April 25 (saturday) for the release of 63 police officers - who 
have been held in pre-trial detention for months. Orders was not enforced by the public prosecutors who were on 
duty on Saturday and Sunday, which was unprecedented in Turkish history. The İstanbul Chief Public 
Prosecutor's Office claimed that the İstanbul 32nd Court of First Instance's order to release the suspects was void 
as the court was not authorized to rule on the issue. The İstanbul 10th Penal Court of Peace also issued a verdict 
in the same vein. 
The Second Chamber of the HCJP announced on April 27 that the judges of the İstanbul 32nd Court of First 
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Instance and the İstanbul 29th Court of First Instance had been removed. The HCJP announcement came very 
shortly after President  said the HCJP was late convening to intervene on the issue. Thusly, despite a court ruling 
which called for the release of  arrested police officers,  they were not released.  
Consequently, Judicial Council issued permition and prosecution is started against relevant judges on the basis of 
being a member of the same grup with arrested police officers. Detention warrants were issued for İstanbul 29th 
Court of First Instance judge Metin Özçelik and judge Mustafa Başer from the İstanbul 32nd Court of First 
Instance on Thursday (30 May). Prosecutor reffered two judges to Bakırköy 2. High Criminal Court which 
issued arrest orders for two judges and Özçelik was arrested late on Thursday while Başer arrested on Friday. 
The decision given by the HCJP to dismiss the judges and the decision to arrest the judges dealt heavy blow to 
independence of judiciary and it is a gross violation of the principle of the rule of law.  Following the decision of 
the court to release the suspects, public prosecutors refused to apply the court order even though the prosecutors 
do not have such authority. If the decision of the court is to be challenged there is appeal court for this purpose. 
Refusing to apply the court order is a violation of the principle of fair trial. 
There is an immediate, extraordinarily speedy investigation process of the judges who made the decision to 
release the suspects. The fact that investigators from High Judicial Council requested the arrest of the judges 
without even hearing their defense statements. 
President said on April 27 that “...HCJP meeting that started at 2 p.m. has come very late. They should have 
started this on the weekend... I hope the ideal results will be taken with the HCJP decisions… Those who are 
involved in this organization should pay its price,”  
Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoğlu accused judges who ordered suspects' release with attempting to stage a 
judicial coup against the government. 
Mehmet Yılmaz, who was elected to the HCJP from government backed list in the last year's election, posted 
several tweets via his Twitter account, supporting former Justice Minister Bekir Bozdağ and ruling Justice and 
Development Party deputy Burhan Kuzu who criticized the ruling ordering the release of  the police officers. 
This is against the principle of neutrality regarding jurists. 
Shortly after the Second Chamber of HCJP announced on April 27 the removal of the two judges  Mehmet 
Yılmaz, the head of the top body's Second Chamber, apologized for the top judicial body being unable to 
intervene earlier as it was the weekend. He said “...I apologize to the public. Our decision was delayed as it was 
the weekend when the issue came up”  
Second Chamber of High Judicial Council among others consisted of Muharrem Özkaya appointed by Erdoğan, 
brother of Erdoğan's own lawyer, Hayriye Şirin Ünsel appointed by Erdoğan and Justice and Development Party 
founding member. It is clear that the judiciary is under strict government control. 
 
GOVERNMENT CREATED SPECIAL CRIMINAL PUNISHMENT SYSTEM  
 
Penal Court of Peace or Penal Magistracy of Peace 
Government last year changed Turkish Penal Code and Code of Criminal Procedure to create its own special 
criminal judicial system which is being used against all dissidents to silence them. This new courts and criminal 
procedure code allow government to apply pre-trial detention and arrest meausure to use as a punishment tool for 
all dissidents, opponents and critics. 
These special courts have extensive powers to take all decisions related to the conduct of criminal investigations, 
such as detention, arrest, release and seizure of property. It is almost impossible to appeal their decisions because 
there is a closed-circuit system contrary to fair trial principles. Only another special magistrate court can review 
their decisions.  
After HCJP appointed like-minded judges to this positions, they asses even the slightest criticism directed at 
President as an “insult” and  consider corruption investigations that became public in December 2013 as “coup 
attempts,” they have started to arrest people from every profession. 
Dozens of people, including journalists, activists and even high school students, have been prosecuted under an 
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article of the Turkish Penal Code which prohibits insulting the president. Some of the prison sentences issued by 
courts are converted into fines. This courts ban Twitter accounts and remove tweets posted by dozens of users, 
including journalists and human rights defenders critical of the government.  Journalists are sued even for writing 
tweets that are critical of Erdoğan or the government. 
In the Turkish Penal Code the prerequisite conditions for the arrest of an individual are made clear and detailed. 
Detention and arrest orders are being issued without sufficient reasoning and ground. There is no proper 
explanation for the rejection of release requests which are rejected with the same typical sentences at every turn.  
According to media outlets,  Erdoğan has filed complaints on charges of insulting him against a total of 236 
people in the 227 days since he was elected president on Aug. 10, 2014. Out of these 236 individuals, eight are 
currently under arrest, and trials are underway for 105.  
Here are some examples; 
Three members of the Turkish Communist Party (TKP) were arrested by court order for having entered Taksim 
Square on Friday to celebrate Labor and Solidarity Day. 20 people out of 339 detenees are arrested in total for 
the same demonstrations. 
A lawyer (Umit Kılıç) was arrested on April 21 for describing President and the ruling Party "fascist, murderer 
and a thief." Prosecutor demanded Kılıç be sentenced to four years of imprisonment  
İlker Bulundu, a 40-year-old man arrested due to insulting President Erdoğan on his Facebook account. 
Four columnists from the Cumhuriyet daily are facing investigations on the charge of insulting President after a 
lawyer representing Erdoğan filed complaints. 
University student Meral Tutcalı is handed 1 year suspended  prison sentence because she retweeted a satirical 
news about a government official. 
Two caricaturist was handed 11 monts jail sentence commuted to monetary punishment for a cartoon that depicts 
Erdoğan. 
A high school student in Turkey was sentenced to 12 months in prison for insulting President 
A 13-year-old was taken from the classroom by police to testify to prosecutors for insulting President in a 
Facebook post he shared. 
A court has sentenced four individuals to 11 months in prison for insulting President  during a demonstration 
held in Çanakkale province in April of last year. 
Sedef Kabaş, a TV presenter, is facing a prison sentence of up to five years for posting a tweet about a corruption 
probe involving high-profile individuals.  
A local journalist in the southeastern Turkish province of Gaziantep was handed a suspended prison sentence for 
sharing on Facebook another user's post that the court said insulted President. 
A 17-year-old high school student faces between one and four years of prison after he was charged with insulting 
President. 
A 16-year-old is on trial for the same charge. 
A 21-year-old university student is facing the prospect of up to four-and-a-half years in prison for posts on 
Twitter that are alleged to have insulted President. 
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